
CRUISER ELECTRIC MOTORCYCLE BLUE

Price: 1.849 zł
symbol: HG1020471
child's height: od 90cm do 160cm
age:  6y-14y
colour: niebieski
material: stal
product dimensions (cm): width 49.87 x height 72.45 x length/depth 115.07
product weight after unpacking:  15.6kg
total weight of product with package: 18kg
EAN: 6975606872204

Unleash the thrill with Cruiser 12! HYPER GOGO presents an electrifying electric motorcycle for kids. Experience unmatched excitement and endless fun with its
innovative features and captivating design. Let your children embark on an unforgettable adventure filled with joy and imagination. Join the revolution of HYPER
GOGO and ignite the power of exhilaration with Cruiser 12. Ride, explore, and create lasting memories with HYPER GOGO Cruiser 12.

Designed for children

Unleash Thrilling Adventures with the Cruiser 12! Designed for kids, this electric motorcycle features a powerful battery, motor, and three-speed options.
Experience the perfect blend of safety and excitement as your child rides with confidence. Ignite their imagination and create lasting memories with the Cruiser
12!

 

Authentic Fuel Tank Storage

https://www.marko-baby.pl


The Cruiser 12 features a realistic fuel tank design that cleverly doubles as a spacious storage compartment. Your child can conveniently store their belongings
while enjoying their ride, adding practicality and functionality to the motorcylce's design.

 

Illuminating Headlight

The front headlight of the Cruiser 12 not only enhances visibility but also adds a touch of realism to the riding experience. Your child can confidently explore their
surroundings, even during low-light conditions, while embracing the thrill of riding with a functional and stylish headlight.

 

Large capacity battery

Powered by a 21.9V 5.2A lithium-ion battery, your child can enjoy hours of uninterrupted excitement and adventure. Say goodbye to battery worries and hello to
endless playtime. Let our reliable battery fuel their joy and your peace of mind.

 

Motor

Featuring a powerful 160W hub motor, this electric ride is the perfect companion for your child's safety and enjoyment. With its smooth power delivery, they can
experience the thrill of riding while ensuring their well-being. Let them embark on exciting adventures worry-free, thanks to the Cruiser 12's promise of fun and
safety.



 

Tri-Speed

Thrilling Adventures with 3-Speed Transmission! Experience the excitement of three adjustable speeds, allowing your child to conquer different terrains and enjoy
exhilarating rides. Let them explore the world with versatile speed options.

 

Authentic Fuel Tank Storage

The Cruiser 12 features a realistic fuel tank design that cleverly doubles as a spacious storage compartment. Your child can conveniently store their belongings
while enjoying their ride, adding practicality and functionality to the motorcylce's design.

Illuminating Headlight

The front headlight of the Cruiser 12 not only enhances visibility but also adds a touch of realism to the riding experience. Your child can confidently explore their
surroundings, even during low-light conditions, while embracing the thrill of riding with a functional and stylish headlight.



 

 


